Ductwork Components

Universal G Clamp &
Duct Gasket Accessories
Technical Information
Provides for rapid assembly of cross joints.
Manufactured in the UK and available from stock.
Manufactured by the Company supplying the Duct jointing system
ensuring compatibility.
Unique design makes it easier to spot non proprietary product which
could potentially impact on overall system performance.
Design allows the Clamp to be truly universal and fit both pocketed and
non pocketed flange systems.
Base material - Hot rolled steel to BS EN 10111:1998, Electro Zinc Post plated for corrosion resistance to BS EN 12239 - Fe/Xn5/A.
Quality assured production with Quality Assurance certification BS EN ISO 9001 & Environmental Certification BS EN ISO 14001.
Clamps are available in 304 and 316 Stainless Steel for specialist applications.
Gaskets are cross linked medium density PVC closed cell foam with high grab sensitive adhesive, tested with the joints ensures
system performance when installed in accordance with manufacturers instructions.
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internal surface of the duct thereby avoiding the traditional
problem of using G clamps of the clamp tilting and pulling the
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compressing the gasket is a major reason for poor system
performance. With the new Universal clamp it allows the joint

G Clamp - Design Specification

to be closed up to the appropriate compression for minimum
leakage. As stated in DW144 2013 it is essential to use only

The New nose design ensures joint is
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the duct when the clamps are tightened.
This in turn lowers the system energy
running costs - due to better joint seal
rather than using snap or drive clips.
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